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The Field-Reversed Configuration (FRC)
may be advantageous for fusion energy

• ß ~ 1 yields large fusion power relative to magnetic field strength B

• Coils do not link plasma, facilitating engineering and maintenance

• Plasma exhaust streams freely to external divertor target
or direct energy converter



Oblate FRCs might make more compact fusion
reactors than Prolate FRCs

• If FRC transport is diffusive, then
plasma confinement time depends on the shortest gradient length

• As seen above, an oblate FRC has smaller plasma volume than a
prolate FRC with about the same gradient length (~arrow length)

• All other things being equal, an oblate FRC reactor would be
physically smaller
make less fusion power
need less power to initiate

• Most magnetically confined fusion concepts make too much power!

• Oblate FRC is inherently  ‘compact’

Oblate Prolate

C/L



We propose to study oblate FRC stability in SSX

• Goal:  Investigate stability of oblate FRCs under favorable conditions

• Close-fitting copper flux conserver shapes the magnetid surfaces
and is an effective passive stabilizer

• Flux surface expansion adds compressibility stabilization

• Field-shaping coils control plasma separatrix location

• FRC is made by merging spheromaks from the two SSX sources



Design oblate SSX for best stability
without a central conducting column

There is little oblate FRC experimental data, none with a flux conserver.

Oblate SSX Design Considerations for MHD Stability:

a) Fit flux conserver closely to magnetic axis to maximize image current
stabilization of low-n co-interchange modes*  (E. Belova)
• Tilt  &  axial   co-interch. stability ⇒ need axially  close conserver

• Shift & radial co-interch. stability ⇒ need radially close conserver

b) Expand specific volume of magnetic flux to increase stability against
pressure-driven interchange modes

• Idealized FRCs have no toroidal field, no magnetic shear,
but each magnetic line closes on itself

• Compressibility is stabilizing when V’ increases outward
• Specific volume ≡ lim |∆Volume/∆flux| ≡ V’

• Want large V’’/V’

• Magnetic surface shape should change
from ≈ circular at magnetic axis to non-circular at edge

* n = toroidal periods



Right-Cylindrical flux conservers need elongation
E ~ 0.3 to put end walls close to magnetic axis

• Radial distance from magnetic axis to cylindrical wall, ∆R/Rsep,
is almost independent of elongation E.

• Although E = 0.7 is oblate and tilt-stable,
conducting end walls are relatively far from magnetic axis.
• Axial co-interchange stabilization may be suboptimal.

• At E = 0.3 the magnetic axis is about equidistant from all walls.

E = 0.7 E = 0.3



Trapezoidal flux conserver
may be more convenient in SSX

• Trapezoidal cross section with stabilizing conducting walls might let
the small-diameter injected spheromaks from sources at ends enter
more easily than right-cylindrical cross section

• V’’/V’ is generated by the increasing trapezoidality (triangularity
plus squareness) of magnetic surfaces away from magnetic axis



Field-shaping coils are needed in actual SSX

coilcoil

Plasma gun
makes
fringe B

Plasma gun
makes
fringe B

• Fringing field from SSX sources drives plasma into outer wall
and distorts magnetic surfaces

• Solution is to add external coils to:

  a) Push separatrix slightly away from flux conserver

  b) Preserve flux expansion at edge



Will SSX spheromaks propagate into a new
trapezoidal flux conserver?

• NIMROD* 2D simulation shows:
   Spheromak plasmas detached from sources and
   propagated along the longer (than present SSX) drift tubes
   into the trapezoidal section

* 2D NIMROD simulation by N. Murphy

Trapped fringe flux
from plasma guns

color contours are poloidal magnetic flux
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NIMROD simulation shows FRC formation

• NIMROD* 2D shows spheromaks merged into an FRC as desired

• Does not include 3D physics like flux generation, stability

• Trapped fringe flux prevents FRC from filling the trapezoidal volume

• This simulation had a single midplane coil modifying gun fringe field

* 2D NIMROD simulation by N. Murphy
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SSX capabilities enable
MHD equilibrium and stability studies

• Equilibrium state studied by:

Magnetic probes (inserted & surface-mounted)
ne,avg by interferometer, ne,edge by Langmuir probe
Te,avg  by soft SXR ratios,  Te,edge by Langmuir probe
Ti  by multichord Doppler spectroscopy
Toroidal rotation by multichord Doppler spectroscopy
Magnetic geometry by EQLFE CT equilibrium code

• Instabilities studied by:

Magnetic probes (inserted & surface-mounted)
Langmuir probe
3D dissipative and Hall computations by collaborators

• Plasma kinetic (and Hall) parameter S* controlled by:

Plasma density, controlled by:
Helium glow wall conditioning
New gas puff system (planned)



Summary

• We propose to modify SSX to produce oblate FRCs
under conditions that should suppress many MHD
instabilities

• Would be a first test of oblate FRC stability under
relatively favorable conditions without a central
conducting column


